Flavored Coffees
We offer the best flavored coffees in the world. All of our flavored coffees are 100%
Arabica with premium quality, non-allergenic flavorings. Yes, even the people with
allergies, such as allergic to chocolate, can drink our flavored coffees. However, be
careful when ordering our nut coffees, some of them, especially our premiums have nut
slivers in the coffee.
Our flavored coffees are based on 100% Arabica blends with 3% flavoring by weight.
We also offer premium flavored coffees based on our Roaster Select blend with 6%
flavoring by weight or with almond slivers, etc. Seriously, you will not find a bettered
flavored coffee. Some people frown upon the use or sale of flavored coffees as a detour
from true gourmet coffee, but truth be known, people have flavored coffees with
chocolate, cinnamon, etc. since the discovery of coffee. For example, it is said that
Voltaire consumed forty to fifty cups of his favorite coffee, a mixture of chocolate and
coffee, everyday. Did you know that about 50% of coffee sold in American coffeehouses
is flavored? Try some today.
African Cinnamon
This flavor will help you wake up in the morning. A full bodied, wonderful mild and
balanced blend of Central & South American coffees combined with African Cinnamon
gourmet flavoring oils.
Excellent with toast & jam in the morning
Almond Amaretto
This classic flavored coffee begins with an exceptionally mild and balanced blend
combined with mild cherry flavoring and the rich flavor of toasted almonds. Full flavor,
aroma, medium body and acidity. Be sure to specify if you want toasted almond slivers in
coffee.
Almond Joy
This fine tasting brew combines beans from Central & South America with the rich taste
of gourmet chocolate and coconut flavoring oils to produce a special treat.
Amaretto
A classic flavored coffee with an exceptionally mild and balanced blend combined with
mild cherry flavoring oils. Excellent desert coffee with full flavor and aroma, medium
body, and acidity.
Apple Cinnamon Strudel
Dessert in a cup. Creamy and sweet strudel bathed in apples and cinnamon with a
medium bodied coffee. After dinner or not, this is a special treat.
Blueberry Cinnamon Swirl
Sounds crazy. But this is one of our better sellers. Cinnamon flavored coffee with
blueberry and cream finish.

Buttered Rum
A full bodied, mild and balanced blend of Central & South American coffees combined
with Buttered Rum gourmet flavoring oils. A nice treat with ice cream or as an afternoon
lunch special.
Butterscotch Cream
Rich creamy butterscotch with a slight snap in every sip. Very pleasing to the palate.
Caribbean Hazelnut
Medium roasted blend of mild coffee with the rich nutty taste of gourmet Hazelnut to
produce a special treat.
Carmel Nut
The sweet taste of a caramel nut roll combined with a mild and well-balanced blend of
Central & South American coffees. Excellent in the morning with pastry.
Carmel Toddy
Heavenly caramel with a dash of cinnamon.
Carmel Vanilla
The sweet taste of a caramel nut combined with the warm flavor of vanilla. Excellent
with ice cream.
Chocolate Almond Toffee
The perfect combination of smooth milk chocolate, roasted almonds, with a tad of
caramel and a spot of cream combined with a well-balanced blend of beans to produce a
full flavor and aroma with the medium body and acidity.
Chocolate Covered Cherry
A delicious combination that makes your palate happy and your mouth watering. Creamy
chocolate draped over red, ripe cherries. Tastes like the real deal. Want more flavor? Add
a little cream and sugar.
Chocolate Espresso
Rich velvety taste of Dutch Chocolate combined with an Italian roasted espresso for the
perfect Mocha in a single shot.
Chocolate Hazelnut Cream
A rich medium bodied blend of Central & South American beans combined with the
sharp dark chocolate and the rich nutty taste of gourmet hazelnut flavoring oils. This
special brew is a perfect holiday treat.

Chocolate Macadamia Nut
The sweet buttery taste of macadamia nuts from Kona and the sharp flavor of Dutch
Chocolate combined with a full-bodied blend of Central & South American beans. An
after dinner delight!
Chocolate Mint
A full bodied, medium roasted blend with Chocolate Mint gourmet flavoring. A
refreshing brew great over ice.
Chocolate Raspberry
The flavors of rich chocolate and ripe raspberries. Like a truffle in a cup!
Cinnamon Hazelnut
A well balanced blend of coffees with the sprightly taste of Cinnamon and Hazelnuts.
This delightful coffee is a perfect compliment to your favorite bakery item or as a
morning wake-up flavor.
Cocoa Mocha Twist
A blend of Central & South American milds combined with the taste of chocolate, cream,
cinnamon, and nutmeg give this coffee its unique flavor.
Cookies & Cream
Mild taste of sugar cookies dipped in cream cascading over our finest Central American
beans. Medium body, mildly acidic. Mellow aftertaste with an aroma that takes you back
to Mom's kitchen.
Cranberry Cream
Tart, slightly sweet cranberries bathed in creamy undertones. Wonderful aroma, fruity
aftertaste.
Dutch Chocolate
Sharp, dark chocolate flavor. More punch than the Swiss chocolate version.
Eggnog Cream
A warm, spicy Eggnog with a rich Custard finish.
English Toffee
A tad of caramel, a touch of chocolate, a spot of cream, very British, very buttery, very
good.
Flaming Kiss
Hot and sweet, with a cinnamon candy taste.
French Vanilla
The smoky, robust flavor of French roasted beans combined with the warm taste of
gourmet vanilla flavoring positively make this a cup an affair to remember.

French Vanilla Almond
Smokey, robust French Roast beans combined with gourmet Vanilla and Toasted Almond
extracts. A rich, dark treat.
Hazelnut Cream
A bright cup of Central Americans with a pinch of hazelnut and a dash of cream.
Highlander Grog
Butterscotch cream and rich hazelnut mingle to make this rich, full bodied blend a
wonderful brew for special occasions and holidays.
Irish Cream
A medium roasted blend of mild tasting beans combined with gourmet Irish Cream
flavoring to produce a light, refreshing treat.
Island Coconut
Match the sweet taste of coconut from the islands with a full-bodied blend of Central and
South American beans for a wonderful treat, any time of the day.
Jamacian Me Crazy
Words cannot surprise. You must try to believe.
Jazzy Chestnut
The taste of roasted chestnuts and cream, jazzed up with a touch of rum.
Kahlua
Similar to the liqueur. Gourmet Kahlua flavoring combined with rich blend of coffees to
produce a refreshing brew, great as iced coffee or after dinner.
Kona Macadamia Nut
The sweet buttery taste of macadamia nuts from Kona combined with our best selling
Roaster Select blend. One of our best sellers.
Merlot Wine
Strange but true...Merlot flavored coffee. Savor the flavor of red wine grapes over fine
Central American beans. The only buzz you'll get is from the caffeine.
Mocha Raspberry Almond
Silky smooth milk chocolate paired with the distinct flavor of roasted almonds and the
taste of ripe raspberries give this medium roasted blend a full-body, pleasing taste and
aroma.
Pecan Supreme
A blend of Central and South American beans coated with the delicious flavor of buttery,
toasted Southern Pecans with just a hint of creamy caramel, leaving a delightful
aftertaste.

Peppermint Stick
A surprisingly delicious addition to our hearty Central American coffees. A burst of
peppermint flavor with its distinct aroma will delight the senses and warm you over.
Pralines & Cream
Sweet and refreshing for after dinner or as a morning flavored blend. We combine the
taste of walnuts and sweet cream flavorings with the finest beans for full-bodied,
balanced cup.
Premium House Vanilla
A specially blended, dark and light roast selection of beans creates the base for this
flavorful cup. We then add "double" vanilla flavoring for a vanilla lover's treat.
Pumpkin Spice
Originally a holiday special, but this flavor received such an overwhelming welcome that
it is now a pillar of our flavored coffee offering. Nutmeg and pumpkin flavors make this
the perfect flavored coffee for those chilly mornings or in front of the fire.
Raspberry
Deliciously fruity taste that dances on the palate. You may have to try it to believe it.
Also excellent over ice.
Red, White and Blue
America...We salute you with red raspberries, white chocolate and scrumptious
blueberries. This is a sweet, fruity concoction which is exceptionally smooth with a
medium body. Extraordinary rich aftertaste and aroma.
Snoodle-Doodle
A delightful marriage of Swiss chocolate, coconut, cinnamon and hazelnut swirled over
our finest medium roasted Central American coffee.
Spiced Butter Rum
A warm English Rum with a touch of cinnamon and nutmeg.
Swiss Chocolate Almond
The perfect combination of smooth, milk chocolate taste with the flavor of roasted
almonds combined with a well-balanced blend to produce a full flavor and aroma with
medium body and acidity. Specify with or without real toasted almond slivers.
Toasted Almond
The rich flavor of toasted almonds draped over the finest peak city roasted Central
American coffees producing a full bodied cup with a sweet nutty aroma. Specify with or
without real toasted almond slivers.

Tropical Vanilla
An excellent desert coffee and perfect chocolate compliment. Warm, mellow vanilla
flavor in every sip combined with medium body and acidity. Full flavor and sweet,
pleasing flavor.
Truffles & Spice
A blend of cinnamon & chocolate gourmet flavorings and full-bodied Central & South
American coffees.
Turtle Nut
A rich combination of chocolate, creamy caramel and roasted pecans gently swirled over
the finest Central American coffee. Great taste without the guilt.
Vanilla Hazelnut
A full bodied, medium roasted blend of Central & South Americans combined with nutty
hazelnut and the warm mellow flavor of vanilla to produce a refreshing brew and a
pleasant aroma.
Vanilla Macadamia Nut
Rich combination of vanilla cream and macadamia nut. Medium body, obvious creamy
and nutty aftertaste. Delightful aroma.
Very Berry
Raspberries, cherries, strawberries, cranberries, and blackberries married to create an
exotic sensation.

